
Reviewer’s comments concerning the Ph.D. thesis on selenium mineralization of the Příbram uranium 

district submitted to the Charles University of Prague by Pavel Škácha, M.Sc. 

The thesis reviewed by me represents a thorough description and analysis of a very interesting selenide 

association associated with the uranium mineralization. The large-scale mining for uranium in the times of 

Cold War produced extensive dumps of rock and ore material, which are being liquidated at the present 

time as a source of gravel and as a part ‘amelioration of the landscape’, a rather sad process in the eyes of 

an ore mineralogist. 

The thesis consists of four principal parts: a general geological description of the uranium-bearing regions, 

description of experimental methods used in the investigation, a detailed selenide mineralogy, and 

discussion of selenium ore geology and mineral successions.  

The extensive and long systematic and tedious process of sample collection, painstaking microscopic study 

and search for individual phases, extensive high-quality microprobe analyses and a series of special 

methods applied to selected phases – all of these make this work an exceptional study of ore selenides and 

their associations. 

 

It is reviewer’s unhappy duty to list problems encountered in this work first, before enumeration of all the 

facts I found right, interesting and positive. 

In general, as also mentioned by the candidate himself, the fragmentary, scattered and displaced character 

of the material limits strongly a possibility to develop and present a complete temporal sequence of 

mineralization and to generalize individual associations encountered in individual samples. 

The difference between the extensive role of Sb observed in the selenides and a very limited acceptance of 

As in them might be a consequence of Se and S fugacities which are (in the majority of samples) too low to 

cause sulfidation/selenidation of As to the As+3 or even As+5 state, most of As staying in the As3- or As0 

states (arsenic, loellingite, etc.). This, besides the reasons given by the author himself, would parallel the 

situation often seen in the sulfide occurrences. 

The very difficult task of constructing a mineralization sequence depends in this case strongly on 

interpretation of ore textures. It is not helping the reader that for a number of individual cases the author 

used a neutral term ‘zarůsta do’. This does not allow the reviewer to evaluate the path the author used to 

arrive at some of the successions given in pp.120-121. Some interpretations given may be questioned, e.g., 

in Fig. 63 I prefer the interpretation of older cadmoselite being heavily replaced from outside by 

clausthalite. One can entirely agree with the author in Fig. 53, adding that the central phase (discussed 

below) is corroded before being enveloped; the same is valid for the Hg-hakite which envelopes it. In Figs. 

39 and 40, berzelianite appears to replace giraudite from outside. 

The ‘excessively Hg rich hakite’ is interpreted by the author as hakite in which an excessive part of 

tetrahedral copper (above 2 out of 12 tetrahedral & triangular-coordinated cations) has been replaced by 

Hg. In order to balance the valences, he assumes that this Hg is univalent, quoting the radius given by 



Shannon. However, Hg+ does not come as a single ion, it comes as a pair of chemically bonded Hg atoms, 

Hg2
2+. Such pairs are not accommodated in the tetrahedrite structure. 

Author’s numerous binary diagrams help to identify the true chemical (and may-be crystallographic) nature 

of the phase as a very probable selenian analogue of gruzdevite Cu6Hg3Sb4S12. To illustrate: if the sum of 

cations in this formula is recalculated to 100 at%, we have 46.15 at% Cu, 23.08 at% Hg, 30.77 at% Sb and 

then ’92.31 at% S’. Author’s Hg rich composition (col.1 in Table 23) which apparently is the end composition 

of a string of analyses in the plots like that in Fig. 54, gives 44.82 at% (Cu+Ag), 25.51 at% Hg, 28.95 at% 

(Sb+As) and ’86.62 at% Se’ when recalculated in the same way. Similarity is clear, given the cumulative, 

unsorted character of the analyses used for this cluster. The remaining analyses connect this cluster with 

the ‘normal’ Hg-rich hakite and most probably are a product of small size of the ‘Se-gruzdevite’ grains 

positioned in hakite (too close to the grain boundaries and/or caused by a small thickness of the analysed 

grain). When we recalculate the gruzdevite formula to 29 atoms (tetrahedrite-like formula) instead of 25 

atoms (gruzdevite-like formula), the result is Cu6.96Hg3.48Sb4.64S13.92 comparable to the formula of the col.1 

phase in Table 23, which is (Cu+Ag)6.97Hg3.96(Sb+As)4.50S13.46. More of carefully evaluated analyses should 

help to resolve the problem.  

The author claims this phase to be isotropic. It leaves a possibility that ‘Se-gruzdevite’ is cubic (gruzdevite is 

rhombohedral as is the isostructural nowackiite) or that anisotropy of this hexagonal phase is not strong (it 

consists of Sb4S12 clusters floating in the sea of Hg and Cu tetrahedra). Raman spectra confirm the presence 

of Sb-Se groups like those in hakite, what is obvious when considering the known nowackiite structure, 

with detached XS3 groups . Besides, both phases are full of analogous Cu and Hg tetrahedra. 

Thus, it is a potential new mineral which deserves further search and investigation. It, unfortunately is not  

a tetrahedrite-like phase; it might serve as a warning for interpretation of minuscule grains of unknown 

minerals. 

On p. 62 (Fig. 50) the author illustrates an interesting although rarely used interpretation/depiction of the 

tetrahedrite structure, which is based on anion-based polyhedra, SeCu3Sb and SeCu(2)6. In the text, 

however, he later operates with cation radii and anion ligands. One mistake coming from this mixed 

presentation is ‘the octahedral coordination’ of certain cations in hakite – it does not exist. It might have 

been better to stick to the usual cation-based polyhedra in your discussion and illustration; this also allows 

to profit from the extensive literature on the subject.  

The microprobe analyses of berzelianite in the work all lie close to the composition Cu7Se4 or, as also 

frequently given, close to Cu1.8Se. This is close to the upper, Cu-poor and Se-rich limit of the berzelianite 

solid solution field and suggests something about the possible associations. No comments upon this? 

The carefully performed crystal structure determinations did not result in broader discussion of their 

results and their implication.  

In their synthetic work on incorporation of Se in Fe-Zn tetrahedrites, Karup-Møller and Makovicky (1999) 

found interesting correlations between incorporation of Fe and Zn in tetrahedrite and the S/Se ratio in it. 

Author’s numerous analyses of hakites – selenian tetrahedrites, and the substitution of cations in them 

might be compared with these results. On the other hand, a close look at the relevant tables and the 



appropriate plots suggests that the analyses of the hakite-tetrahedrite-tennantite family deserve further 

inspection and, perhaps, a bit of critical sifting to remove several possible impurities. 

         

On the positive side, the spectrum of good microprobe analyses published in this study is amazing. On the 

one hand it helps to fix uncertain compositions of some rare selenide phases, whereas on the other hand it 

helps to assess the acceptance or non-acceptance of various cations in individual minerals and structures, 

which has been a long-standing problem. Very interesting is the spectrum of pure selenides, nearly pure 

sulfides and the intermediate (Se, S) compositions, encountered in this study – a mixture of crystal 

chemistries and of mineralization generations, still only partly deciphered and to be analyzed further. 

The importance of this study for the topographic mineralogy of the Czech Republic is clear, its absence was 

a gaping hole, considering the size and importance of the large uranium deposit in the heart of Bohemian 

massif. Equally, it is a valuable contribution to the knowledge of ‘subsidiary’ mineralizations connected with 

the uranium deposits, and it also contributes valuable knowledge about the temperature and fugacity 

regimes of these deposits at various stages of the mineralization process. The mature approach to diverse 

problems, and involvement of several complicated methods of investigation for solving problems of this 

often difficult material has been appreciated. Selenium is becoming a strategic material so that the results 

of current study have practical consequences.  

It is this reviewer’s resulting impression that Mr. Pavel Škácha presented a mature piece of research on a 

difficult mineralogical problem, contributed substantially to the knowledge of mineralogy of the Czech 

Republic and uranium deposits, and to the knowledge of several interesting and important minerals. As 

for this written contribution (I cannot be in Prague to attend the oral defense because of previous 

engagements, agreed in a binding way already six months ago), he fully deserves to have a PhD title 

bestowed on him by the Charles University of Prague.  

 

Emil Makovicky                                                                                       Copenhagen, 29-07-2015 

 

     


